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Loudong San Feng was a group of important scholars who were active during early days and 
middle terms of Ming Dynasty.The members included Zhang Tai, Lu Yi and Lu Rong, they were 
all famous in Chenghua and Hongzhi . Zhang Tai and Lu Rong are from Taicang, Lu Yi comes 
from Kunshan, these two places both belong to Old Loudong. They are friendly and respectable, 
so they are called “Loudong San Feng”. By using their own creativity and poetry opinion, 
Loudong San Feng not only correct the fault of Tai Ge Ti, but also work on Ming Poetry 
restoration. They made a bridge in the poetry development in Ming Dynasty. 
This thesis takes Loudong San Feng and their poetry as object, analyze poetry creation and 
style, so we can realize their achievement and position. This thesis can be taken as three parts: 
introduction, body and conclusion. Introduction introduces Loudong San Feng’s present research 
situation and highlight this thesis’s main points; the body can be divided into five chapters: 
Chapter1 introduces Loudong San Feng’s lifetime. The writer of this thesis will combine the 
dynasty and the home they lived, carefully research on their lifetime and official career, and also 
study on their ambition and interest, to present their completely lifetime. 
Chapter2 studies Loudong San Feng’s “Making Friends” with neighbors, colleagues, and 
poets from Chaling School, to get to know the outer factor which affects Loudong San Feng’s 
poetry creation and style. 
 Chapter3 and chapter4 are the key point of this thesis. Loudong San Feng have a lot of 
poetry with many subjects, so chapter3 will select  “Making Friends Poetry”, “Scenery Poetry” 
and “Yongwu Poetry” these three typical poetry style and have a careful research. 
Chapter4 studies Loudong San Feng’s poetry style. The writer of this thesis will do research 
on their poetry’s main character“Bold and forthright”, “novel and profound” and “elegant and 
natural”, and also analyze their poetry’s “elegant” and “fresh”. 
Chapter5 takes Wang Shizhen and Qian Qianyi as example to study Loudong San Feng’s 
effect on Ming Qing Poetry circles. 
The conclusion summarizes the whole part. 
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第一章  生平履历 
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